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Buy Etsy Favorites, Likes & Followers | Etsy Ranking Service






Sales Growth
+100

Expect a 100% increase in sales






Your  Growth Partner


PlusFavorites Agency is dedicated to supporting Etsy sellers in enhancing their sales and visibility through our top-notch optimization and marketing services. Our Etsy SEO service guarantees that your listings meet all the criteria of the Etsy Search Algorithm, which includes monthly SEO reports, A/B testing, and support with seasonal trends.
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SEO















    Boost your Etsy shop's visibility with our Etsy SEO service. We ensure your listings are fully compliant with Etsy's Search Algorithm, optimizing your seller name, category, titles, and tags with the right keywords. This not only helps you rank higher but also increases your chances of appearing on the first page of search results. Our Ranking Boost service employs data-driven analytics and effective SEO techniques to enhance your Etsy ranking and visibility to potential customers. Plus, we provide detailed monthly reports, offering valuable insights into your store’s performance, including keyword performance and areas for improvement.
 Etsy Optimization Services 
 
 
 



Features









Etsy 
 Optimization




We make sure that your Etsy listings meet all the requirements of the Etsy Search Algorithm. This includes making sure your seller name, category, titles, and tags are optimized for the keywords you want to rank for, which will help you show up on the first page of search results. In other words, we help your listings comply with the Etsy Search Algorithm.










Ranking
Boost




We help improve your Etsy ranking by finding the right keywords, using effective SEO techniques, and giving you detailed analytics. This gives you the best chance of being seen by more people when they search for products like yours on Etsy. Our approach is based on data-driven analytics and tracking your results across multiple channels.










Informed
Updates




Every month, you'll receive a detailed Etsy SEO Report that provides valuable insights into the performance of your keywords and listings. The report will show you how your keywords are doing and identify areas where you can make improvements to boost your performance. The report, called the Monthly Etsy Snapshot—delivered straight to your inbox.












Additional Services






✓

A/B Testing



In our continuous efforts to optimize
your Etsy store's performance, we employ A/B testing to scrutinize and refine the effectiveness
of various Etsy SEO strategies. This method involves systematically comparing two versions (A and
B) of a particular element within your store, such as product titles, descriptions, or tags. By
subjecting these elements to experimentation, we can identify and implement the most successful
SEO strategies that resonate with your target audience and contribute to sustained, long-term
value. This iterative process allows us to adapt to evolving market dynamics, ensuring that your
Etsy store remains at the forefront of search results, driving increased visibility and,
ultimately, sales.







✓

Etsy Trends



The Etsy Trends Report stands as an
indispensable tool for staying attuned to the latest developments in the world of handmade
products. This report is more than just a snapshot of what's currently popular; it serves as a
dynamic resource for understanding the ebb and flow of trends within the Etsy marketplace. By
leveraging the Etsy Trends Report, we empower your shop to align its inventory and marketing
efforts with the ever-changing preferences of Etsy's diverse customer base. This strategic
alignment not only enhances your shop's visibility but also positions your products to capitalize
on emerging trends. Staying up-to-date with the latest Etsy trends is a key strategy to give
your shop a competitive edge in terms of traffic, engagement, and sales.







✓

Seasonal Traffic



Customizing your SEO strategy for seasonal
shifts is a powerful approach to maximizing sales on Etsy. Recognizing that consumer behaviors and
preferences change with the seasons, we collaborate with you to develop a tailored SEO strategy
that aligns with the unique demands of each time of year. Whether it's spring, summer, fall, or
winter, our goal is to help you leverage seasonal trends to your advantage. This involves
adapting your product listings, keywords, and promotional strategies to resonate with the specific
needs and interests of Etsy shoppers during different seasons. By harnessing the power of seasonal
traffic, we aim to position your shop for heightened visibility, increased engagement, and,
ultimately, a boost in sales during key periods throughout the year.











Q and A




How can I improve my visibility on Etsy?


To enhance your visibility on Etsy, consider using an SEO service like the one we offer. We understand that every business has unique needs, which is why we provide a flexible pricing system to tailor our services to your specific requirements.






How long does it take for Etsy SEO to show results?


The time it takes for Etsy SEO to work depends on the competition level. For low competition, you may see results in less than a week, for medium competition, it typically takes 7 to 10 days, and for high competition, it can take up to 20 days. We also provide the option to track your selected keywords for each listing in real-time and offer daily email updates about rank movement.






What does your SEO service on Etsy focus on?


Our Etsy SEO service not only targets the keywords in your listing titles but also ranks the tags you use in your listings. This comprehensive approach ensures better results for your Etsy shop.






Does your Etsy SEO service work for all product categories?


Yes, our Etsy SEO service is effective for all product categories on Etsy. Whether you sell Digital Downloads, Accessories, Art & Collectibles, Bags & Purses, Bath & Beauty, Books, Movies & Music, Clothing, Craft Supplies & Tools, Electronics & Accessories, Home & Living, Jewelry, Paper & Party Supplies, Pet Supplies, Shoes, Toys & Games, or Weddings, we can help you target the best keywords for your listings from both titles and tags to boost your visibility and sales.













Pricing







Premium Features

	✓ Guaranteed Ranking
	✓ Rapid Results
	✓ Multiple Keywords 
	✓ Favorites 
	✓ Safe & Secure
	✓ Real-Time Tracking





Exclusive Benefits

Unlock complete access to our suite of tools, coupled with a dedicated account manager for personalized assistance and guidance with your Etsy account.





Get Started



To select the listing you wish to rank, kindly enter your shop name or URL below.


Shop Name or URL


Add Favorites
Get Started






















Favorites



















Enhance your Etsy shop's online presence by leveraging the power of Favorites. The secret lies in the numbers – the more favorites your listings accumulate, the greater their visibility in search results. It's not just about boosting activity in your shop; each favorite contributes to the weight of your listings in the search algorithm. Picture this: a listing with 1000+ favorites stands out, ranking higher than similar listings.

Insights from Studies











Features











Fast Delivery

With our service, you can expect speedy delivery that'll leave you impressed. All you have to do is place your order and we'll handle the rest. You won't have to wait long to start seeing results, as most of our deliveries happen within just an hour of receiving your order.













High Quality

Quality is Key, You deserve only the best for your Etsy account, and that's why we don't settle for low-quality favorites. We understand the importance of maintaining high standards, which is why we only offer top-notch services that are sure to enhance your business.













Lifetime Guarantee

With our services, you can trust that your account's growth and success will be long-lasting, our service is designed to provide you with long-lasting results, with no decreases in sight. Your favorites are meant to stay on your profile for a lifetime, giving you peace of mind.













Safe & Secure

Your privacy and security are of utmost importance to us. That's why we take extra measures to keep your personal information safe and secure on our website. You can trust us to protect your data from third-party access, as all of our transactions are protected.













Safe payments

Shopping for our Etsy services is a breeze! We offer multiple payment options, including credit cards and PayPal, so you can choose the one that works best for you. Whether you prefer the convenience of paying with a credit card or the security of PayPal, we have you covered.













Expert Assistance

We're always here to help when you need it! Our expert customer service team is available 24/7, to assist you with any questions or concerns. Whether you need help with a technical issue or just have a question, our agents will get you the answers you need, quickly and efficiently.












Q and A




Why Should I Buy Etsy Favorites?


Why do Etsy shop owners buy favorites? When you have more Etsy Favorites (likes), your products get better promotion and will be seen by a larger audience. Businesses know that they need to stay ahead of their competitors so buying Favorites on Etsy is one-way businesses can make sure they maintain an edge over other competitors.






Will There Be A Drop In Favorites? 


We guarantee you that every purchase made here will be permanent and won’t cause any issues in the future or losses. “Unlike 90% of websites out there”. Our goal is to provide the highest quality services at the lowest possible price. flawless and worry-free, we also provide a 12-month satisfaction warranty program if you are unhappy with your order.






How many favorites should i buy? 


We offer a variety of packages to choose from, depending on the competition for the keywords you want to rank for. If you’re planning to rank for low competition keywords, we recommend at least 200 favorites; if you’re planning on ranking for medium competition keywords, we recommend at least 300+ favorites; and if you’re looking to boost your rankings for high competition keywords, we recommend at least 500+ favorites.






is It safe to buy Etsy favorites? 


We guarantee that all of our Etsy Favorites are active, authentic and free of fake accounts. We never use fake accounts in our processes, and you can trust us in this regard because we use entirely ad-based methods. Boost the popularity of your page, knowing that your account is fully protected!






What is the processing time? 


We have the Drip-fed (Speed) option, giving you full control over the pace of adding favorites. Once you purchase your package, you can initiate the process immediately.






What About My Privacy? 


You have nothing to worry about with our service. We will never ask for your password and you should not give that out at all, we only need the URL of your Etsy shop and which package you would like when purchasing this product. Within moments of purchase, you’ll start seeing a lot more organic favorites on your ETSY shop- without any annoying spam!











How to Start





1

Select Package

We understand that each business has unique needs. That's why we offer a variety of packages to cater to your specific requirements. Take your time to browse through our range of plans and choose the one that best suits your business goals.





2


Input Shop Name

After you select the desired package, simply enter your shop name in the form that will appear, and our system will automatically grab your shop listings. Our user-friendly platform is designed to make the process seamless and hassle-free.





3


Monitor Order

Once your order has been received, you'll receive a notification as soon as we receive your order, and from there, you can track its progress in real-time from the client area. Our platform offers a range of options such as: drip-feed, GEO target, and more













Pricing







Premium Features

	✓ High Quality
	✓ Add to Cart 
	✓ Add to Collections 
	✓ Safe & Secure
	✓ Real-Time Tracking
	✓ Decrease Protection





Exclusive Benefits

Unlock complete access to our suite of tools, coupled with a dedicated account manager for personalized assistance and guidance with your Etsy account.





Select Your Plan


1000 Favorites$25$20
2500 Favorites$37$30
5000 Favorites$55$44
10000 Favorites$82$66
25000 Favorites$123$98
50000 Favorites$184$147












What Our Customers Say







"Amazing! It started in a bad way, we are surrounded by scams. This one is the first legit website that gave me everything I needed and now my friends are using it too ❤️ Thank you so much!!! Very patient and nice seller!"

Carlotta M.










"Very good service and communication! On my 2nd order now and would order again in the future!"

William










"A Lifesaver for My Etsy Shop. I was struggling with my sales until I found PlusFavorites Agency. The professional support and effective marketing have made a huge difference in my business. Easy to work with, fast delivery, and quality service. I'm thrilled with the outcome!"

Evelyn J.










"Outstanding Service with Genuine Results. PlusFavorites Agency has been a blessing for my Etsy shop. Their optimization and marketing services are top-tier, and the results have been immediate."

Noah A.










"I'm not a tech-savvy person, so Etsy was a struggle for me. But PlusFavorites stepped in and made everything easy. They're super patient, and they really care. My shop is thriving, and I owe it all to them. 🙏"

Twitter










"Seriously, these guys know what they're doing. My Etsy shop was just another in the crowd, and they made it stand out. The favorites, the SEO, everything's on point. And they're so nice to work with too!"

Twitter










"I mean, I didn't expect much at first, but these guys at PlusFavorites Agency blew me away! My Etsy shop's never looked better, and the sales are up too. If you're on the fence, just give 'em a try. You won't regret it. 😊"

Twitter










"After trying so many other services that promised the moon and delivered nothing, I stumbled upon PlusFavorites. And boy, am I glad I did! Real results, real fast. My friends are even asking me what my secret is."

Twitter









Show More








Unlock Your Etsy Success!


Elevate your Etsy shop with our top-notch optimization and marketing services. For a limited time, enjoy a special 20% discount on all packages!

Don't miss out on this exclusive offer to boost your visibility and sales. Join hundreds of satisfied Etsy sellers who trust PlusFavorites Agency.


Get Started Now














Ready to Checkout?










Your Order Details:


	Package:	
	Original Price:	$
	Discount:	20% OFF
	Amount Payable:	$




Ready to Proceed?





Secure checkout powered by PayPal








Pay with Crypto
Secure checkout powered by Coinbase.















20% OFF


Select a package








1000 Favorites$25$20
2500 Favorites$37$30
5000 Favorites$55$44
10000 Favorites$82$66
25000 Favorites$123$98
50000 Favorites$184$147




Next →














Package: 250 Favorites




Remaining: 250 Favorites




Confirm & Pay →


























 Clear All
 Spread Favorites
 Load More Listings

















Selected Listings: 250 Favorites




Cost: 250 Favorites




Confirm & Pay →
















As you select the listings you wish to rank, the price will decrease with each additional listing added.




After you place the order, you can specify the keywords you want to rank in your order tracking page.














 Load More Listings














Get Started







To begin, please enter the name or web address (URL) of your shop below. After clicking Next, you will be able to select the listings for which you would like to receive favorites.


Enter your Etsy shop's link or name:




Next →











Enter your email














Next →















How to Add Favorites








Step 1: Enter Shop Name

Enter the shop name in the input field provided on the page.



Step 2: Select Package

Choose the favorites package that suits your needs. Click 'Select' on the desired package.



Step 3: Select Listings and Quantity

Select the listings you want to receive the favorites and specify the desired quantity for each listing



Step 3: Provide Your Email

Provide the email you want to use for placing the order. If you already have an account, the current order will be automatically assigned to it. If you don't have an account, we will create one for you.



Step 4: Checkout

Review the order details and click on the PayPal button to proceed with the payment. Complete the payment process through PayPal.



Step 5: Receive Favorites

After completing the payment, you will receive the favorites to your shop based on the package you selected.


















How to Add Favorites








Step 1: Select Package

Choose the favorites package that suits your needs. Click 'Select' on the desired package.



Step 2: Enter Shop Name

Enter the shop name in the input field provided on the page.



Step 3: Select Listings and Quantity

Select the listings you want to receive the favorites and specify the desired quantity for each listing



Step 3: Provide Your Email

Provide the email you want to use for placing the order. If you already have an account, the current order will be automatically assigned to it. If you don't have an account, we will create one for you.



Step 4: Checkout

Review the order details and click on the PayPal button to proceed with the payment. Complete the payment process through PayPal.



Step 5: Receive Favorites

After completing the payment, you will receive the favorites to your shop based on the package you selected.





Close













How to Rank Listings








Step 1: Enter Shop Name

Enter the shop name in the provided input field on the page.



Step 2: Select Listings

Choose the listings you want to rank.



Step 3: Provide Your Email

Enter the email you wish to use for placing the order. If you already have an account, the current order will be automatically assigned to it. If you don't have an account, we will create one for you.



Step 4: Checkout

Review the order details and click on the PayPal button to proceed with the payment. Complete the payment process through PayPal.



Step 5: Track Your Order

After completing the payment, you will receive the tracking information for your order.





Close












★ Plusfavorites


Your ultimate Etsy services hub! Access a range of tools and resources to enhance your Etsy shop and boost sales.

By Rankista
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